
INTAKE

ImageTrust supports physical and digital omni-channel content collection. From e-submissions and e-mail to mobile 
and physical scanners, ImageTrust can be integrated and optimized. ImageTrust works with any iOS or Android 
device, as well as any TWAIN/ISIS scanner to drive desktop devices to production-oriented devices (210 pages per 
minute) all through the web-browser. With ImageTrust large scanner fleets can be centrally managed, offering user 
authentication, job menus, and scan setting configuration controls, which maximize business efficiency. ImageTrust 
can also eliminate the need for scanner driver installs, by using onboard intelligence and connecting to the device 
via the web-browser for a true zero footprint scanning experience, that is hassle free.

ImageTrust 

ImageTrust is the world’s most intelligent web-based capture platform that enables centralized 
and remote document intake and understanding. AI orchestrated capture allows for process 
automation to be achieved, by increasing accuracy, and delivering trusted content clarity 
to your organization. Physical and digital content will continue to negatively impact your 
operational efficiency if the latest technology cannot be leveraged due to outdated 
infrastructure. 

Don’t Get Locked in By Legacy Capture
The ImageTrust platform was designed and developed to flexibly leverage the latest artificial intelligence and 
machine learning engines to eliminate time consuming and costly template creation. 

Intelligent Automation You Can Trust
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The ImageTrust platform openly integrates with legacy ECM solutions as well as newer cloud-based offerings. The 
ImageTrust document intake and manipulation interface can also be embedded into any web-based workflow 
solution like Salesforce, Box, SharePoint, or even a custom client portal, delivering added intelligence when and 
where you need it.

INTEGRATION

INTELLIGENCE

Through AI orchestration, complete configuration around your content occurs, to determine if Google, Microsoft, 
Amazon, or a combination of them all, will deliver extraction accuracy that leads to increased automation. The 
ImageTrust platform provides intuitive access to AI through a manageable intuitive user interface that drives effortless 
employee efficiency, and allows your business to move at the pace of technology and faster than the competition.



Digital documents containing sensitive information can be easily accessed by individuals in your organization. 
ImageTrust uses advanced classification techniques that allow you to find and manage sensitive data to prevent the 
unintentional release of this information. Our automatic redaction features eliminate individual oversight and guide 
the end user in real time for guaranteed redaction accuracy.

REDACTION

TRUSTED FEATURES

• Advanced Document Classification - Automatically categorize documents into pre-defined document classes. ImageTrust 
is able to detect the most subtle differences for distinguishing document types.

• AI Orchestration  - Directly integrated with the most advanced OCR/ICR technologies to deliver high levels of extraction 
accuracy on the most diverse document sets, structured or unstructured. 

• Advanced Form Designer - Data entry screens that mirror your documents allow for simplified real time validation.

Our key features allow you to automatically transform complex content into usable data through:

OPEN INTELLIGENCE
Open AI for guaranteed 

extraction accuracy

CONTENT COLLECTION
Capture or import content (physical 

or digital) from anywhere with IT 

SCALABILITY
Easily onboard new 
departments & jobs

INTEGRATED
Enterprise class integrations to all 
leading content services platforms

MODERN
Web-based enterprise architecture 

that is easy to manage and maintain

STRONG ENCRYPTION
Data encrypted in transit 

and at rest

TRUSTED SOLUTIONS

For 35 years Image Access has been delivering innovative trusted solutions that allow our customers to effortlessly evolve.

Accounts Payable Process Automation Salesforce & Box Intelligent Intake

Client & Employee Onboarding

Claims Processing

Content Migration Content Crawling

Sales Order Processing Automatic Redaction Document Digitization 
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